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IX  -- From the Beginning

With our eyes peering through the window’s frame, we now watch as a

cosmic scenario brings the Universe into existence.  This process is ordered by

an unfolding along time as unique asymmetries and energy steer sequences of

events to the present.  A marvelous story of change describes a growing, ever

developing, Universe.  How did this all prepare the way for life on Earth?  I am

again drawn to imagery where celestial dust is swept together as clay amasses

upon the potter's wheel.  Stars formed, galaxies gathered star clusters and

spun, and in each revolution the heavens took shape without totally obscuring

traces of the past.  This design—cast in the kiln of quasars16 and

supernovae17—yields fertile ground for life and reveals the foundation where all

human knowledge rests.

No one knows what came before, but science pieces together incredible

details of a cosmic birth—starting at time zero.  This event is often described in

explosive, energetic, terms bearing a somewhat mystical name: the Big Bang.18

The dispersal of all energy and matter comes from something physicists call a

singularity, a solitary point, which existed before there was anything.  The

                                    
16  Quasars, so called quasi-stellar objects, in the heavens are believed to be galaxies or the

central nuclei of galaxies.  These inhabitants of the cosmos are very bright and very distant.

The emission spectra of a quasar is quite distinct with the possibility that they emit ultraviolet

that is redshifted—i.e. slowed to longer wavelength radiation—in the visible portion of the

spectrum.

17  Supernova (singular), Supernovae (plural): Massive stars that burn brightly, quickly, and

serve as sites of elemental synthesis (nucleosynthesis).  At the end of the star's life cycle the

core collapses to a high density which then explodes and disseminates matter in every

direction.

18  George Gamow, in 1948, proposed a hot big bang, which starts with a very small, hot,

dense initial state 15 billion years ago.
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singularity is an abstract concept—even mathematical relations cannot clearly

define this starting point.  Science has hit a boundary beyond which no one is

permitted to go.  Physically, all one can do is imagine an infinitely small dot,

of infinitely great mass (‘weight’), and infinitely great energy.  Infinitely,

infinitely, infinitely just takes one beyond personal comprehension.  The

singularity has no definable dimensions—something having no size—and is the

origin of space (three dimensions: x, y, and z) and time (fourth dimension).

Then came the bang, POOF...and now here I am!  The very nature of an

instant beginning, as if there were any other to consider, presses humanity to

solve mysteries concerning this creation event.  Something from nothing?  This

just does not fit ordinary logic!  Where was this singularity before time?  Does

this Universe exist somewhere even if there wasn’t anywhere to begin with?

No answer exists and I am humored by the notion that such thinking always

leads to pointless conclusions!

Who Made the Ingredients?

Logically, a Big Bang theory describing the physics of the beginning requires

supporting conditions—basic ingredients—that existed at the birth of the

Universe.  I can't make a pie without the apples and the crust!  But here, in

absolute terms, the initial conditions are beyond definition and thus provoke

imaginative and intellectual speculations.  Terms like imaginary time and

tunneling are used to present abstract proposals related to conditions that

precede the beginning of time.19  Perhaps, the Universe was like a seed

making its way to be born, moving toward the moment of the bang, tunneling

through, then time and space blossomed.  But as always, from what?  What

was the seed—a thought perhaps?  Discussions on the initial conditions still
                                    
19  J. J. Halliwell,  “Quantum cosmology and the creation of the universe,” Scientific American  

(December 1991),  pages 76 -85.
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echo through lecture halls of the world's great universities and research

laboratories.  Steven Hawking,20 and others, pursue such suppositions, which I

recognize here in passing.  Their efforts display humanity's seeking to explain,

explore, and understand.  These concepts are included in Plate IV-A, and by

some design may bypass the singularity.  Does science look too hard for

answers?  I, too, want to know: Who made the ingredients?  But now I turn

my focus on the Universe starting with the singularity and the Big Bang.

Doing so puts the beginning of our timeline scenario at t = 0 seconds and

counting.

A Singular Beginning

Albert Einstein, in the early 1900s, developed theories on relativity and with

them science gained a new appreciation for the workings of gravity.  He made

formulations that at first kept the Universe in a static state, without expansion,

and constant in size.  His work was clearly brilliant, but calculations made by

others who followed—such as those of Alexander Friedmann in

1922—removed one of Einstein’s variables21 demonstrating the formula’s

greatest revelation: the Universe is not static.  And, if the Universe expands, it

was previously smaller!  The concept of a singularity—also predicted by

Einstein's work—says there is a beginning.  All this starts with the explosion

where gravity is initially overwhelmed producing rapid expansion, later

followed by attraction of matter to matter throughout the Universe.  The

‘speed’ of this process—the initial velocity of expansion—now slows

continuously, lessened by gravity's persistence.  If the Universe is flat, as many

                                    
20  Dr. Hawking is the author of:  A Brief History of Time:  From the Big Bang to Black Holes.

(New York: Bantam Books, 1988).

21  Specifically: Einstein employed what he called the Cosmological Constant—which represents

a repulsive force that counters gravity and holds the Universe in a steady state.
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contemplate, the heavens will only expand, never collapse, and the cosmos has

only one beginning.

Forces in Order

Science identifies four forces at work in our Universe, they are: gravitation,

electromagnetism, weak nuclear force, and strong nuclear force.  Present

theory states all four were bound together in one Super Symmetry or Super

Force—a unity of forces—at the earliest imaginable point in time.  For an

instant, the Super Force describes everything by one all inclusive law.  Then

creation split the unity into its component forces.  Simplicity unfolded into

complexity.  All this occurred with a change in energy level and temperature

during the infant Universe’s expansion.  Time and space—and perhaps other

dimensions—were all present just as the bang took place (see Figure 5,✺).

While one may speak in terms of the moment of creation, there is an order,

an evolution, of steps revealing the present day elements of physics.  The

process may be simply described by saying when conditions were just right

one force preceded the next.  As science now understands the sequence,

gravity first emerged from the cosmic caldron.  The stirring forces within a still

immature sphere of energy spun off the strong force and as the cosmos

ballooned in size the electromagnetic force next broke away from the weak

force.  This sequence embodies a hierarchy, a logic, and a design that is the

very foundation of the physical Universe we know today (see Window Pane

Six).

What do the forces do?  Gravity is dominant among all forces because

nothing escapes it!  This is a weak one-way force of variable proportions.

Gravity always attracts matter to matter and spans the cosmos exerting a

greater influence when objects increase in mass or are separated by less
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distance.  I am held in my place on the Earth's surface, even though I am

small, because Earth is very massive and the distance between us is negligible.

And further into the heavens, gravity maintains each galaxy’s form and keeps

planets in their orbits.

Electromagnetism is dualistic in that both charge (+,-) and wave-like

properties are inherent to this force.  Light, radio, infra-red, are several of the

forms of electromagnetic radiation.  This force binds atoms to make molecules

and attracts electrons to atomic nuclei.  Electricity flows and magnets attract or

repel with electromagnetic force.  Like gravity, this force has infinite range and

carries light to us from distant stars.  Photons, the particles of

electromagnetism, carry energy between electrons within a single atom or

across the depths of outer space.  

The weak force mediates the process of radioactive decay.  Particles called

weak bosons carry this force (Plate II).  This force labors in the cores of stars

and by its action radiates energy and elsewhere drives spectacular cataclysmic

stellar explosions called supernovae.

The strong force binds quarks together weaving webs of energy into matter.

Early on physicists used the term gluon (Plate II) for the units of strong force

holding matter together.  The power of this force is strongest over short

distances.  

‘This force is so strong that the nucleus is a million times harder to break
apart than the atom itself.’22

                                    
22  Ibid., NOVA,  “What Einstein Never Knew,”  page 3.
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Window Pane Six   

Releasing Forces

Using a timeline model, adapted from G. Siegfried Kutter, Timothy Ferris,

and others,23 the view displays events proposed by theory and experimental

data.  Within a fraction of a sliver of a second—about 10-43 seconds after the

beginning—cosmologists start a generally accepted story line.24

First, think of all energy breaking out from simplicity, perfect symmetry,

and total unity (see Figure 5, ✺, and Plate IV-A).  The bang ripped through

unity creating complexity and change—and the Gravitational Force separated

from a Grand Unified Force (GUF, Figure 5, uncoupling step ❶).  Theorists

speculate, during the first instant of time, X particles and quarks swarmed

within the small but increasing expanse of the infant Universe (Figure 6, ♣).

Energies were so intense that present day machines—particle accelerators, like

those found at the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN), in

Switzerland, or at Fermilab, in the United States—cannot create comparable

experimental conditions sufficient to explore the reality of X particles.  Creating

temperatures high enough to probe the conditions supporting the Super Force are

physically impossible to achieve.  A machine capable of this would form a ring,

at least, the diameter of the Earth's equator!  So, science has only theory, but

no absolute proof of X particles.

                                    
23  Much of the information in this section is from or inspired by the following two sources:

   G. S. Kutter,  The Universe and Life.  Origins and Evolution.  (Portola Valley, CA.: Jones and

Bartlett Publishers, Inc.,  1987).

   T. Ferris,  “The Creation of the Universe,”  A Science Special for Public Television.

(Pasadena: Northstar Associates., 1985).

24  In scientific notation, 10 to the minus 43 power equals a number that starts with a decimal

point, then 43 zeros, and then one.  This is a very small, unimaginably minute, number.  The

number here refers to time that can only be calculated by theory.
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At 10-35 seconds the GUF splits and the Strong Nuclear Force uncouples

from the Electroweak Force (EWF, Figure 5, ❷).  According to theory, at this

point the Universe has a lowered temperature—to about 1027 °Kelvin.25

Making an analogy to a furiously boiling cosmos falls incredibly short of

describing conditions responsible for birthing each force.  All particles and

energy were so confined and concentrated  that chaotic collisions reduced many

particles back to energy as soon as they formed.  Meanwhile, for a fraction of a

billionth of a second longer, energy levels were such that electromagnetic and

weak nuclear forces remained unified as the EWF (following uncoupling step ❷

on Figure 5).  These conditions—to approximately t = 10-12 seconds where

temperature falls to 1015 °K, which is still unimaginably hot (see Figure

6)—permitted the formation of Z particles, which in 1983 were identified

through experimentation at CERN.  But Z particles, like X particles before

them, lived short lives—neither are found in the Universe today.  After 10-12

                                    
25  Degrees Kelvin: a temperature scale much like the Celsius scale but zero is set to a value of -

273 °C, which represents an absolute value where there exists no kinetic molecular energy.
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Figure 5 : Separation of the Superforce into component forces.  The
four forces emerge, or uncouple, from a previously unified force—at
❶, ❷, and ❸—as time progresses and as the Universe expands and
cools.  Unified forces: GUF, Grand Unified Force; EWF, Electroweak
Force.  ♣ to ➃ : the four forces at work in our Universe today.
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seconds, conditions permitted a uncoupling of electromagnetism from the

weak force (Figure 5, ❸).  Presently, these four forces (♣ to ➃, Figure 5) are the

foundation of physical reality.

The Bang Gets A Bump

The early hot Big Bang model, like many other theories, had some wrinkles.

In 1980, Dr. Alan Guth introduced an additional scenario describing an

inflationary Universe, which resembles the Big Bang except for an initial

inflation in size.  This model eliminates problems associated with earlier models

and states the Universe began with an exceedingly brief, but exceptionally

rapid, period of expansion.  The inflation lasted approximately 10-30 seconds

within which the Universe expands by a factor of 1030, from 10-28 centimeters

to about one meter in diameter.26  In this context, terms like incredible and

instantaneous lack the ability to convey the astounding nature of early creation

events.  Discoveries such as the inflation theory throw surprising curve balls

keeping science ready for every theoretical pitch no matter how conservative or

wild.

Unifying Concepts, Discovering Dimensions

From the time of Einstein to the present, physicists have inched their

way—by theory and data—toward something called the unified field theory.

Einstein’s quest was to write a single formula—incorporating all of the

forces—to describe this theory.  Of all the puzzles presented by creation, this

unity still intrigues cosmologists today.  Einstein’s work predicts such a theory,

and if a unification can be expressed, science will step into the innermost circle

of truth regarding our Universe and our being.  Perhaps in a state of perfect

symmetry and unity—before space and time—all the major forces were one.

                                    
26  Ibid., J. J. Halliwell,  page 77.
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And this expression provides science with a type of definition for the Creator.

Scientifically, one can say that the cooling Universe hid this symmetry which in

turn caused separation of the four forces.  To our knowledge all forces work

within four dimensions.  However:

‘In 1919 the very year that Einstein achieved world fame, Theodore Kaluza, a
young German physicist, made a remarkable discovery.  He took Einstein’s
equations of gravity and wrote them down as if they applied to a different
world of Einstein, but (a) mathematical Universe with an extra fifth
dimension.’ ... ‘he had written down not only the theory of Einstein's gravity
in four dimensions, the normal gravity, but also Maxwell's electromagnetism
on the right-hand side of the equations.  And so this was the first unification
of Maxwell's electromagnetism with Einstein's gravity achieved by extending
space and time to five dimensions rather than four—an incredible and
miraculous idea.’27

After Kaluza, Oscar Klein continued to develop the concept of a

multidimensional Universe.  Today, mathematical calculations suggest the

existence of up to 10 or 11 dimensions.  To humanity these extra dimensions

are abstractions of reality.  Theoretically, these only exist under conditions of

very high energy, as when the bang let loose (Plate IV-A).  Very quickly the

initial high energy, high heat, and small volume of the cosmos experienced a

cooling and a phase change.  This fixes all dimensions in place and the cosmic

die was cast.  One way to visualize extra dimensions is that they are tucked

into, or collapsed within, the present four dimensions.  Humans have no direct

experience with them, but this does not negate their presence.28  The Kaluza-

Klein theories lead on to the current concepts of supersymmetry.  Some believe

this state, starting with a multidimensional field, is the condition from which

                                    
27  Ibid., Dr. Abdus Salam quoted from:  NOVA, page 13.

28  For a biblical and scriptural consideration of exta-dimensionality I refer you to:  A.

Fruchtenbaum,  The Footsteps of the Messiah  (Tustin: Ariel Press, 1982), see his discussion on

page 102.
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all particles and forces emanate (Plate IV-A).  If science could finally unify all

forces:

‘This would mean that if science were in possession of the true fundamental
theory, you can ask whether the laws of physics could have the sky green and
the trees blue.  And the answer would be no.  These things are not possible.
The fundamental theory says that there is only one way for things to be.
Some of the new theories seem to have that property of uniqueness.  They
achieve it because the constraints of symmetry narrow down the choices
open to the scientists.’29  

Humanity visits this experience to observe and decipher how things are or

came to be.  Any other visitor, elsewhere in the Universe, would also

encounter the same laws and thus have a very similar experience.

To review for a moment, the proposed phase changes and the sequence of

events following the bang alter the structure of the Universe but not its net

content.  I can draw an analogy using water—when it changes from a vapor to

liquid and liquid to solid ice—with each transition representing a phase

change.  Heat is removed at each step, the water cools, but the quantity of the

water remains constant.  In the newly expanding Universe, energy and heat of

creation spread out evenly as the volume of the cosmos increased.  During the

transition, forces appeared in an orderly uncoupling from a parental

Superforce.  In reverse, the net content of the four, or more, forces equal that

of the unified force.  Furthermore, extra dimensions, like the water analogy,

were neither lost nor gained with respect to the system's change.  They too are

still with us—perceived or not.  Likewise, under specific conditions, particles

and energy may inter-convert—back and forth—but here too is neither a loss

nor a gain (see Window Pane Seven).

There is, at least on paper, an indication all forces can be unified.  Science,

however, strives to put theory and experimental evidence together before
                                    
29   Ibid.,  NOVA,  p. 16.
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making final conclusions.  This approach presently meets financial and physical

barriers.  Experimentation may require some as yet unseen funding source or

novel method to acquire the necessary data.  Until then there is only theory.

Window Pane Seven    

Particles from the Beginning

The following figure describes the singularity, at t=0, in terms of black

holes.30  During the initial moments of time one can visualize these incredibly

small, infinitely dense, entities as alternately forming and collapsing—crackling

away—awaiting release.  As in the uncoupling of forces, time, temperature,

and volume determined the order of particle formations.  Figure 6 indicates

gravitons (as yet unproven), leptons, and quarks were the earliest particle types

(Figure 6, ♣).31  

                                    
30  Black holes are believed to reside at the centers of galaxies and constitute sites attracting

materials by gravitational force.  The analogy of a bottomless gravitational well is sometimes

used to visualize how a star might pass near then irreversibly pass into this well.  The center

of the black hole is exceptionally compact and dense.  I think of these entities as small

versions of the initial precursor to the Universe itself.  Here, matter no longer exists as we

know it.  But without the explosive power of the Big Bang, each black hole continually

sweeps space and only collects gases, dust, and other space materials—including stars!  For

additional insight on black holes, see: S. L. Shapiro and S. A. Teukolsky,  “Black Holes, Naked

Singularities and Cosmic Censorship,”  American Scientist  79  (1991), pages 330-343.

31  The X particles referred to previously, also called X bosons, fit into an earlier, perhaps ever

developing, scenario of leptons that yield the next generation of particles.  There is a danger

in over simplifying the particle story, much more goes into all this than I have room to

describe, but the general presentation conveys us to useful conclusions.  For a blow by blow

account of particle physics refer to Leon Lederman's book The God Particle.  And please

forgive him for referring to the Creator as She—his approach is obviously not scriptural!
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Particles seem to come with paired partners.  If and when a particle-

antiparticle pair collide, they vanish, leaving energy!  So, leptons not

annihilated by antileptons next generated photons, neutrinos, and electrons

(Figure 6, ❡).  Neutrinos are elusive having no charge, little if any mass, and

today freely roam the Universe at the speed of light.  Photons—particles of

light—like all early particles, were trapped within the confines of the early

Universe.  Everything was then knocking around, colliding, in an energetically

concentrated, dark, particle stew.

Eventually the heavens expanded—temperature and material activity

cooled—and photons were freed to roam the Universe.  Darkness was broken

and    then       there        was       light   !32  The early massive release of photons produced a

present day ghostly form, hanging diffusely on the edges of time and space,

creating an artifact that cosmologists call the cosmic background radiation
                                    
32  Genesis 1:3.  Interestingly, the text in Genesis may refer to the appearance of light from

another perspective—this point is discussed further in Chapter XIII.

Black
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Figure 6:   Order of appearance of particles.  Matter and energy
were initially so dense that they are modeled as black holes at time
zero.  Once under way, the big bang released several sets of
particles depending upon temperature and expanse of the Universe.
The entire system had cooled sufficiently that hydrogen and helium
formed by t = 500,000 years.  Thereafter, masses of cosmic gases
entered into a period of coalescence and star formation.  CBR,
Cosmic Background Radiation; H, hydrogen; He, helium.
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(CBR).  The CBR remains as testimony,33 a dispersed energy remnant,

produced by events within nearly 300,000 years of the universal birth.34   This

trace of energy is only detected by sophisticated radio-telescopes.  Until

discovering this cosmic feature, science could only ask if the Universe rotates.

With the CBR serving as a reference, the answer is: yes.  The uniformity of the

CBR is a signature for a remarkably even explosion responsible for initiating the

expansion of space and time.  Remarkably, an uneven start would have quickly

collapsed the Universe long ago.  However, minor imperfections, sometimes

called wrinkles, in the CBR’s evenness holds a clue to the forces that seeded

the formation of galaxies.  Beyond the CBR, past faint galaxies and the brighter

quasars,35 one observes darkness.  The history of the Universe retains evidence

of an epoch of darkness which precedes the formation of light-emitting star

clusters (Plate IV-A).

Incredibly, the number of antiparticles corresponding to quarks and

electrons, antiquarks and positrons (anti-electrons), are obviously insufficient to

match particles in exact pairs.  If there were equal numbers, no matter would
                                    
33  An analogous pair comes to mind here.  In biblical terms we are always separated from the

Lord by a veil, especially in terms of temple construction.  In cosmic terms the CBR is much

like a veil hanging at the periphery of the Universe, separating us from what lies beyond.

34  a) in 1964 Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, of Bell Laboratories, first discovered this low

level background radiation; 

b)  S. Begley and D. Glick—“The Handwriting of God.  A satellite spies the ripples of the big

bang,” Newsweek  4 May 1992,  page 76—describe the findings of the Cosmic Background

Explorer satellite as exciting data to illustrate the subtle wrinkle pattern which this radiation

displays in distant space.  The article cites that the radiation dates back to 300,000 years

after the big bang.  The ripples themselves are seen as a confirmation of what the inflation

theory predicts.  

35  Today, observations of brightly shining quasars—believed to be the nuclei of early galaxies

in their youth—give scientists a glimpse of early stages of the Universe.  But these

observations only take us back to within five billion years after the big bang.
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have formed!  Might some interesting coincidence hold the lost antiparticles at

bay, retained elsewhere in the Universe's grand structure?  Who knows!

Consider this apparent situation in terms of symmetry.  A lack of complete

pairing and incomplete particle annihilation lends support to what I think of as

a universal asymmetric circumstance.36

As quick as the transition was, up to 10-6 seconds after the bang, quarks

were not joined by the strong nuclear force (see Figure 6, ①, and Plate IV-A).

Here, energy level and temperature (1013 °K) continue to define a Universe in

rapid flux.  The temperatures, in the trillions and beyond, are fantastically

higher than in the core of the Sun.  Soon thereafter, the strong force took hold

and gluons joined quarks to form protons and neutrons (Figure 6, ①, and

Plate II).  With this step a material Universe begins to emerge.  Later still, at

approximately t = 1 minute, simple atomic nuclei of helium formed (Figure 6,

⑤).  Again, frantic particle collisions initially prevented electrons from joining

protons (i.e. the nuclei of hydrogen) and helium nuclei.  When nuclei and

electrons coupled, matter ascended to the atomic level (Figure 6, ➅, and Plate

III).

Five-hundred-thousand years after the beginning, all atomic matter existed

as 93% hydrogen and 7% helium (Figure 6, ➅) and a diffuse gas cloud filled

space.  Gravity and minor wrinkles in the particulate fabric favored formation

of dust and thickening gas pockets.  Clumpy gathering clouds further attracted

dust and atoms into concentrating centers—soon to become the first stellar

                                    
36  Perhaps my personal sense of this asymmetry is like the verse in Genesis 1:6-8 where water

is separated from water with the sky left as a domain between.  The matter of the earth is

separate from the matter elsewhere in the Universe.  Carried one step further one comes to

an analogy of matter separated from antimatter or visible matter separate from dark or

exotic matter.  The resultant asymmetry is unique to this system and accounts for the

present function of the Universe in the apparent absence of a fully integrated unity.
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birth sites.  Helium and hydrogen supplied the only fuel available for these

early solar sources.  A cosmic evolution later led to heavier elements, especially

those greater than iron (Fe) which were synthesized under special stellar

conditions.  A time frame of billions of years is required to build complex

atoms and to form the earliest galaxies.

Star Birth, Galaxy Growth

The Big Bang was not the only violent stage in the Universe's creation!

Events leading to stellar births utilized gravity and matter on a grand scale to

make a violent active scene.

‘As the matter became more clumped, the gravitational forces increased in
strength and the gaseous material fell together faster and faster.  Eventually it
reached supersonic speeds.  Shock waves, like those from supersonic jets but
much stronger, were created and thrust their way through the clouds.  They
acted like the blades of a giant mixer, agitating the matter and giving it rapid,
turbulent motions.  Whirlpools were stirred up, extending over thousands and
millions of solar masses of gas, and windstorms began to blow with velocities
of tens and hundreds of kilometers per hour.  The fragments were accelerated
to large velocities relative to each other and many acquired rapid rotational
motions.
  This violent activity occurred during the first few hundred million years,
when the Universe was much more compact than it is today.’37

The incipient clouds ranged from a few thousand to several ten thousand

times the Sun's mass (solar mass = 330,000 Earth masses) and occupied a

volume of space 10 to 50 light years,38 or more, in diameter.  Gravity worked

over thousands to millions of years to gather matter into each new star.  Heat

arose within as stellar matter became pressurized and compressed.  Gas and

dust were squeezed and collided at high rates to emit energy—and this process

lowered the internal temperature and pressure, permitting further contractions

which accelerated stellar growth.

                                    
37  Ibid., S. G. Kutter,  page 86.

38  Light year:  the distance light travels in one year’s time—approximately six trillion miles.
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In the center of newly forming stars, gravity and expansive forces wrestled

to dissipate the pressures within:

‘Simultaneously, with the rise in temperature and the increase in the
concentration of matter, the pressure rises. ...  When the central temperature
of the clumps surpasses approximately 5 million degrees, the protons collide
so violently with each other that they come within the range of each other's
nuclear forces and begin to fuse into helium.  Nuclear burning is now being
induced and large amounts of energy are released.  The centers of the clumps
have contracted into self-luminous, gaseous spheres and a new generation of
stars has been born.’39

Typically, hundreds of stars form from a single cloud.  Some gaseous

materials remain dispersed without collapsing into nearby stars.  Even today,

gas clouds seed the formation of new stars.  The Sun was one of many stars

formed in this way approximately 4.5 billion years ago.

Window Pane Eight    

Universal Clocks and Expansion

From the heaviest of atomic elements, science finds radioactive atoms that

serve as isotopic clocks ticking with long-term isotope decay adding evidence for

the age of the Universe.  How radioactive decay is controlled is quite another

mystery.  Only statistics can help predict when decay events occur, but the

process is dependably time ordered and scientific analysis uses radioactivity to

date objects over span of millennia.  The resulting age ranges, from 14.5 to

17.0 ± 4 billion years,40 again, clearly refute the existence of an infinite

Universe.

Star Types

Stars of various size, brightness, and age fill our Universe.  Each enters by

birth, burns through time, and eventually fades to a fateful end.  The
                                    
39  Ibid.

40  Ibid., H. Ross, page 93.
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predominant track or pathway which typical stars follow during their lifetime is

considered the main sequence.  I might compare this to the prime years much

like that of a human's life.  From the main sequence, stars go one of several

directions:
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‘Stars are born within large interstellar clouds of gas and dust.  They settle as
young adults on the main sequence, where they spend most of their lives.
They then evolve into red giants or supergiants, and eventually they die.  They
die either quietly or explosively.  Those that die quietly end up as white
dwarfs, growing dimmer and dimmer with time.  Those that die explosively
throw much of their matter back into space, leaving behind a collapsed object
just a few kilometers across.  The explosions are the supernovae ... and the
collapsed remnants are neutron stars or black holes.’41

All this reinforces the concept that universal creation begets stellar

evolution.  Critical to a star's development is mass.  Stars with masses close to

that of the Sun burn billions of years, perhaps 80 billion on average, with a

period of middle age and a stable luminosity that is suitable for biological life.

Massive stars, much more so than the Sun, burn quickly producing the

brightest, hottest, solar sources.  These are stars that produce the furnaces

where heavy atomic elements are manufactured.  Their mass is 25, or more,

times as great as the Sun.  They burn furiously and over a short period expend

themselves leading to a collapse and cataclysmic explosion.  These are the

supernovae which disperse life's vital elements to the Universe at large.  

The Making of Atomic Diversity— Nucleosynthesis

The conditions existing moments before each supernova explosion produce the

heaviest and rarer elements.  Only within the dense core of a collapsing star are

atoms compressed in just right way to drive the process of nucleosynthesis.

Supernovae thus are limited to a select few stars among trillions.  These are

truly elemental seeds for life’s creation.  The burst of the explosion

disseminates new matter—a suite of 92 elements in all—across the cosmos.

By some estimates, these events first occurred from 12 to 15 billion years ago

(Plate IV-B).  The elements make possible intricate biological and metabolic

                                    
41  Ibid.,  page 122.
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processes supporting life.  A look at the label on a vitamin bottle reminds me

that supernovae make metabolism complete because life absolutely depends

upon rarer elements, including: copper, zinc, iodine, molybdenum, selenium,

and nickel.  All these are heavier than iron and are deemed trace minerals

serving as vital cofactors for human physiological function.  What’s in the

bottle was made in the heavens by supernovae!  The roots of life go deep into

the Universe.  The same elements also contribute minerals that harden the

Earth's crust.  Every facet of my planet, even the solid ground on which I walk,

has some origin earlier in time.  Nucleosynthesis is therefore a pivotal process in

the Universe and for life on Earth.  

                                    
42  F. Flam,  “What Kind of a Galaxy is This Anyway?”  Science 258  (1992),  page 891.

A B C

D

Figure 7:  Galaxy Types and Galactic Distribution.  Three, of the
many types, of galaxies are shown here: A) Elliptical, B) Spiral, and
C) Barred Spiral.  Early models of the Milky Way fit type B, but
recent evidence suggests the Milky Way looks more like the barred
spiral in C.42  The bubble-like distribution of the Universe's galaxies
is represented by a free-hand drawing in D.  Each dot represents a
single galaxy.
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A Gathering of Galaxies

Stars were born in swirls of fragments and gases.  Their births lead to a

gathering of stars and these clusters merged into galaxies.  Galaxies retaining

gaseous materials evolved into spirals, like the Milky Way—where humanity

resides (see Figure 7).  Galaxies losing the gaseous materials formed giant

ellipticals or smaller dwarf ellipticals and globular star clusters.  Some galaxies

interacted through collisions or strong tidal perturbations and turned into

irregular galaxies.

On a grand scale, beyond singular galactic structures, cosmologists are

amazed by the patterns that all the galaxies form (see Figure 7, D).

‘... they deduce that galaxies are not grouped into distinct superclusters with
voids separating them from each other.  Instead, they find that galaxy clusters
are much more interconnected and appear to have a shell-like or bubble-like
distribution.  The bubbles are roughly spherical or elliptical, with typical
diameters of 150 million LY, though the largest bubble in the survey is twice
that size.  The galaxies are located predominantly on the surfaces of the
bubbles, while the interiors of the bubbles are largely void of matter.  Huchra
suggests that “these bubbles fill the Universe just like suds filling the kitchen
sink.”’43

Has the evolution of the Universe, or the appearance of life, been the

beneficiary of an infinite amount of time?  Do galaxies come and go as

frequently as stars?  Interestingly, scientific evidence indicates that:

‘... galaxies are all middle-aged.  There are no newly formed galaxies.  Neither
are there any extinct varieties.  Galaxy formation must have taken place at
only one time in the history of our Universe.  Therefore, the Universe cannot
be steady state, and, to negate Eddington's proposal, evolution has not had
“an infinite amount of time to get started.”’44

As we gaze through the window, galaxies speed away from a central point

in outer space; and very quickly space expands in every direction from that

                                    
43  Ibid., S. G. Kutter,  page 91.

44  Ibid., H. Ross, page 93.
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point.45   Yes?  In fact, space expands away from every imaginable point.  The

Universe doesn't just recede at its periphery leaving a cosmic navel in the

center.  The space within me now expands, but rather than enlarging with

space gravity keeps me in constant proportions.  For peace of mind, I say there

is a center somewhere.46  There is a place to begin!  But, I ask, as space

pushes outwards, what does it expand into?  What is at the limit of the

Universe?  Perhaps a barrier—a wall?  Physics says that space is curved and if I

traveled straight to the very limit of the Universe I would arrive, not at some

end point nor the ultimate limit, but back to my starting point!  So, what is

outside our Universe?  Such questions are fun, but also subject to serious

introspection.  The answers seem confined to the observable Universe.

Humanity's questions come long after the beginning, and humans can only

advance one step at a time—adding to this window’s enlarging, beautiful,

puzzle.47

                                    
45  NASA continues to supply satellite evidence for the Big Bang and the expansion of the

universe; see “The Handwriting of God: A satellite spies the ripples of the big bang,”

Newsweek  4 May 1992, page 76.

46  By the nature of curved space-time there is really no way to ascertain a true physical center

point in the Universe.  Yes, I too was disappointed to learn of this fact, but then it seems the

Universe plays mental tag with us.  Just as we get comfortable with all this big bang stuff in

comes a curve ball... strike three... and we are left to rethink everything once again.

47  Einstein and those to follow him studied physics with the notion of something called the

beauty principle.  This concept leads to development of theories that describe a

completeness in symmetry or the unification of laws into one description which embodies

every principle that makes the Universe.

‘In physics, simplicity and elegance are allied to beauty.  Keats famous line, “beauty is truth,

truth beauty,” is actually borne out in the practice of physics.  It doesn’t just say that the

truth is beautiful, it says they are the same thing.  If you have beauty, then you must have

truth and vice-versa.’  NOVA,  page 18.


